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the mixdeck express features dual cd decks for ultimate flexibility. it also has a usb port for portable play, so you can load songs onto your computer. you get cue, brake, and reverse controls under your fingers, and scratching is easy thanks to the dual platters. sweetwater djs also dig the built-in mixer, which includes all the
connections you'll need for your microphones, headphones, and main sound system - just bring your mixdeck express, cables, and your laptop, and you're ready to party! sometimes,companies will release a controller specifically for some new dj software feature. for example, controlling remix decks, accessing seratos sampler, or
controlling cue points from turntables using the novation dicer. hands-on control is the name of the game with numark's mixdeck express. whether you're mixing cds or digital audio, the dual touch-sensitive platters on the mixdeck express pick up every nuance of your scratching style. you also get cue, brake, and reverse controls
at your fingertips for extra dj flair. the numark mixdeck express is a portable, usb-powered dj controller that works with any software that can support a usb audio connection. the mixdeck express provides four channels of control and features a five-foot usb cable that can be re-attached to your computer when you're ready to
head to the next party. the mixdeck express is also compatible with serato dj intro and traktor le. the mixdeck express is included with the numark mixdeck. price: $499, available at www.numark.com the mixdeck express is a portable, usb-powered dj controller that works with any software that can support a usb audio
connection. the mixdeck express provides four channels of control and features a five-foot usb cable that can be re-attached to your computer when you're ready to head to the next party. the mixdeck express is also compatible with serato dj intro and traktor le. the mixdeck express is included with the numark mixdeck. price:
$499, available at www.numark.com
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Theres also a really good, full, DVS software package bundled in the box, called the Virtual DJ Software. Although the box itself is a bit expensive, there is no reason to avoid the software, as its one of the best DVS packages available for the market. You can even bundle the software with the N4s, as well as download it from the
website for free. For many DJs, it unlocks the full functionality of Virtual DJ with the Numark N4, meaning that you can access all of the n4s functionality within Virtual DJ. You wont lose any functionality by adding the n4s, and will actually get a much better experience as a result. The software is full-featured, including dual-screen

displays, the ability to load tracks within the software, cue and loop point base editing, edit functions, and much more. The package also includes some nifty features, such as the ability to display song information on the screen (such as song title, artist, length, and so on) during playback. Theres a full DJ program within the
software, complete with virtually every effect imaginable, waveforms, presets, transients, effects such as stereo enhancer, looping and much more. If youre looking for the best DJ software software in the market, check out Numark and the Mix Deck Express range. Not only are the products great for DJs looking to get started with

DJing, but they also have a great feature set, which will allow you to completely blow the competitions out of the water. And thats a wrap! Virtual DJ is a classic app, one of the most-used DJ softwares currently on the market. It doesnt have a native hardware control device, and it cant play audio directly to a hardware DJ mixer.
But hey, it works with just about anything else. Its easy to use, and once you learn it, its so easy to get up and running. Now, are you ready to dance? 5ec8ef588b
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